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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Because it is a cliché to claim that Talent is a rare resource that arouses keen interest from companies,
it is nevertheless a challenge for traditional SME, working in real economy, to attract talented people,
so necessary for their development. Less visible, fewer resources, lack of knowledge and different
approaches… are some of the features that put SME in dire situation in a globalized and mobile
economic world.
As Investment Promotion and Economic Development Agencies operating in three major European
urban areas, where companies are driving their efforts towards competitiveness, Invest in Lyon, Berlin
Partner and Rotterdam Partners have decided to mutualize their knowledge, expertise and networks
to address this issue collectively. “If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”
- has been our joint mantra on this project.
Being already highly connected, notably through a European Club of IPA (Investment Promotion
Agencies), the three organizations reacted very quickly and adapted in a seamless way in front of
adverse circumstances given the Covid19-triggered crisis and the turmoil within the economic world
with energy crisis and war in Europe. Our initial agenda of international workshops was run through
successfully (most of them in remote manner) and information sharing all along the project
implementation has occurred naturally with a great move towards connecting three cities’ respective
stakeholders involved in the topic.
If there is one lesson all agree upon, it would be that “War against Talent is Over. Talent Won”. In other
words, the question is not about Talent or not, but about the steps to take for an economic ecosystem
to attract, retain and develop Talent for the benefits of its companies. SME cannot achieve such an
happening by themselves. They surely have to adapt, understand the codes of their audience, change
their managerial principles, engage greater willingness (and resources) to address their expectations
and needs. But these efforts shall be vain if Cities are not contributing their fair share to make its
territory attractive (sustainability, international friendly, quality of life, access to education for all
nationalities, etc.), if higher education institutions such as universities, business and engineering
schools do not move closer towards companies and their needs before designing the educational or
vocational curriculum – so that they match with the companies’ needs.
The special thing about the project approach was, among other things, that the topic of attracting
skilled workers was not only considered from the point of view of SME, but also from the point of view
of the cities in which these companies operate. As part of their mission, Invest in Lyon, Rotterdam
Partners and Berlin Partner can also act as business development actors with the objective to promote
the development of companies in their region. Access to talent is, hence, one of the critical elements
in fostering this growth.
So, we, as IPA, have also our role to play to facilitate the necessary moves or transformations to
improve access to talented people by the SME. Acting as catalyser and intermediary entity between all
the concerned players (businesses, cities, universities), our capacity to relay, to showcase and to raise
awareness about the assets of an ecosystem, makes IPA an active actor. Yet, IPA cannot substitute for
recruiting agents or organizations for the sake of SME.
The conclusion of this 15-month Peer-Learning project is that only a combined effort can drive success
for SME to have access to (international) Talent. Several steps will be taken by the Consortium to
ensure sustainability and implementation of these findings in their respective area, and amongst
themselves.
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FOREWORD & CONTEXT
Foreword
The daily situation shows that there is a need to cooperate rather than compete. Covid19, climate
change, consequences of conflicts… all demonstrate that competition is not an option any longer for
major issues.
This conclusion was and is very clear for each of these situations: acting with collective intelligence,
synergies and pooling energy and resources was much more fruitful than moving forward individually.
Nothing major can be achieved alone. And the scarcity of labour force, and notably Talent in Europe,
is a major issue.
We, Invest in Lyon, Berlin Partner and Rotterdam Partner, 3 European local Investment Promotion
Agencies (IPA) have already been collaborating for over 5 years, as we all belong to a community of 13
European IPA who, legitimately and wisely, decided back then to join forces.
The international perspectives in the United States (with some legacy from former President D. Trump,
as he was still POTUS when the Consortium decided to move forward on Talent) and in Asia with a
strong economic pressure of China, linked with the major Global Value Chain disruptions caused by
Covid19, made us realize that the sustainable, desirable future we want for our companies and our
regions lies in Europe.
In order to understand better the Talent recruitment barriers faced by our respective local SME
communities, and give our companies a competitive advantage in front of US or Asia companies, but
also towards European start-ups or Transnational Corporations, our 3 IPA has decided to investigate
how to facilitate the access to Talent for our European SME, experimenting a global vision to promote
Europe as a place where to invest set up by our Community of 13 European IPA with the creation of
#ChooseEurope initiative.
We take the opportunity to formally thank Eric Koch, Project Advisor with the European Innovation
Council & SME Executive Agency (EISMEA) who has played a tremendous facilitation role for the
Consortium to fill and comply with its regulatory duties in front of the European Commission, with a
relentless availability and providing each and every time priceless advice. Thank you, Eric, on behalf of
Ingrid, Burkhard and myself.

Context
Today, no one can possibly deny that Talent is needed everywhere. Battle for Talent has been on for
some years, but is getting universal, across the regions, for all the actors: education, business, sport,
culture, media, politics…
Any institution, entity, group, organization or community needs talented people within their teams,
bringing expertise, inspiration and/or leadership. Because the world moves very fast, the essential
knowledge becomes more acute to acquire every day, and the systems and interactions are more
complex than ever. We all need the right person with the right skills to enable the right step to move
forward efficiently.
Yesterday, when the economy finally recovered from 2008-crisis and showed an impressive level of
trade and investment, companies were HR hunting, targeting the rare staff to help them conquer more
market shares in a skyrocketing economy. Covid19 broke out, and companies realized that they have
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to rely on their staff and their skills, to ensure business continuity amidst a very complicated logistic,
supply chain and information flow situation.
Then came the period where companies were in dire need of employees, a period experiencing (i) the
loss of many jobs in strongly-affected sectors such as tourism, transport, retail, etc.; (ii) the exhaustion
of many positions which kept the world running, including healthcare and personal care, sanitation
workers, etc. leading to burn out syndromes, and (iii) the Great Resignation movement where people
decided, for many reasons, to leave their current positions and seek a more personal meaningful
occupation. The combination of these situations leads to a dire lack of resources, be they named
‘Talent’ or not.
Finally, when the Covid19 slowed down its spread and the economy seemed to recover, the Russian
Government decided to invade Ukraine and lead a war on the entire territory. Aside from the terrible
and dramatic humanitarian situation with numerous deaths both amongst armed forces and civilian,
the European world reacted with many actions: holding its breath so that the war does not spread
further, concentrate efforts to mitigate the loss or paralysis of assets located in Ukraine or Russia either destroyed or not accessible anymore, and focus on supply chains as the war scenery prevent
lots de goods and raw material flows into Europe, including energy sources. The prices of commodities,
from energy to food, from ore to raw materials… the Global Value and Supply Chains got disrupted one
more time, following Covid19-caused damages.
With all this in mind, the attractiveness of Europe, often seen as a haven with a stable geopolitical
situation combined with a great labour and trade market, is now at stake from American or Asian
perspectives. But at the same time, due to major disruptions in the supply chains, now more than ever,
there are needs to regionalize the manufacturing and the storage of goods (this is not new, though)
and then foster business presence in European markets. Back to one major issue: European SME are
not visible to attract Talent even though all rationales show that Europe is a place to develop business.
Unicorns in the US, attractive wage policy for international expatriates in Asia, major Corporates in
Western Economies, opportunities for freelance or remote working… all is there to provide
professional careers to Talent except through SME. This is why we, the Consortium, have decided to
tackle this challenge.
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A WORD FROM THE CONSORTIUM
Cédric says about TALENT “No matter what definition one gives to Talent, it is shared worldwide
that we all desperately need Talent to move forward, and help us to enter in a new era, both economic
and socio-environmental. And they are highly looked for. Talent can refer to people, to skills, to
attitude… Talent is diverse, is plural. A Talent for one SME is not a Talent for another SME. Yet, the
common challenge is that SME are hardly on Talent’s radar, no matter who the Talent are. And the
SME’s daily reality bite as they lack resources, time, expertise… and are losing ground on the economic
battle as they have not adapted accordingly. Lyon is honoured to have share insights with 2 major
European cities, Rotterdam and Berlin, where International and Talent are already part of their DNA.
Without minimizing the potential and the capacity to identify, grow and develop Talent from within –
within a team, within a company, within a territory – as it is very exciting to think that we all have
talented skills to provide companies and institutions, there is still a need to attract Talent from abroad,
and retain Talent – both international and local to ensure continuity and capitalizing on investment,
vision and expertise.
Taking the time to put the issues on the table, think, challenge, re-consider is a luxury that we
appreciated very much, driven by the willingness to contribute, as an IPA, to a fair and sustained
economic development of our area.”

Ingrid says about TALENT “We live in a globalised economy. Technology enables some of us to work
from anywhere in the world for any company. The globalised economy also means that talent moves
around to live and work in other countries. Quality of life and work-life balance is more important for
employees than career prospects. A lack of available talent and skills forces companies to look beyond
their own regional or national borders to find the talent and skills needed for the company to advance.
Yet, even with all these possibilities and opportunities, we find there is still a mis-match between what
some skilled workers need or are looking for and what some companies (mostly SME) need and are
looking for. We aimed to investigate how we can get these two markets of supply and demand more
aligned. What can we do to improve the situation, how can we learn from one-another and are there
good programmes already in place somewhere that can be replicated elsewhere? It is in the interest
of both companies and talent to be able to find each other in order to foster innovation and economic
prosperity”.

Burkhard says about TALENT “There are currently two figures that describe very dramatically how
great the shortage of skilled workers is in Germany. The head of the Federal Employment Agency,
Scheele, said in an interview that Germany needs 400,000 immigrants from abroad per year. In 2022,
841,008 job vacancies were reported by May, a new record - despite the aftermath of the Corona
pandemic. In Berlin, the situation is coming to a head, especially in the digital economy, where every
6th job is created in the capital. A recent survey by the Startup Association found that for three out of
four start-ups in Berlin, the lack of skilled workers is a (very) big problem.
According to the survey, 59% of companies in Berlin have foregone growth opportunities due to a lack
of labour and skilled workers. 54% of companies expect a decline in their ability to innovate due to the
lack of labour and skilled workers. And this despite the fact that Berlin is actually a magnet for skilled
workers. In recent years, Berlin has grown by an average of 40,000 skilled workers per year. But it's
worth looking at the details here. In Germany we speak of skilled workers, but in Berlin we have
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explicitly chosen the term Talent. A talent is actually a young up-and-coming person. We have chosen
the English term Talent (see e.g. Talent-Portal https://talent.berlin/) because it is also about two
special features that are inherent in the English term: Talent in the sense of skills and competences
and international skilled workers.
We brought this perspective into the project because many companies are still looking locally for
skilled workers who come from traditional educational paths (the German dual training; Duale
Ausbildung) and qualification paths (e.g., universities). The shortage of skilled workers forces regions
and their companies to think and act beyond this.”
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INTRODUCTION
Any company needs several things to grow: a market, financing, political and economic stability,
performant infrastructure, and more and more, access to Talent1. In some regions, the shortage of
skilled workers represents a significant constraint on companies’ growth. Back in 2018, a KornFerry
study ‘The Talent Crunch’2 stated that only India will have a surplus of talent by 2030. The rest of the
world will be in deficit of talent. And since then, major changes occur in the world, including – if sticking
with India – severe climate-related drought challenges experiences in the Indian Subcontinent region,
possibly deterring future Talent to consider the area to build a career or a life.
We all know that fine expertise is crucial for SME, and companies in general, to develop in a
competitive economy, companies have started to increase their employer branding activities linked
with a talent-focused management strategy. Because of lack of resources and of knowledge about the
appropriate approach for the relevant target, SME are not efficient re. job application tools and
platforms to reach the talented and skilled workers they wish to attract and hire. It is documented that
30% of SME struggle with Talent attraction and recruitment.
To back SME’s effort to attract Talent, cities and regions can come into play by providing significant
support to its locally-born companies through their economic development partners, e.g. chambers of
commerce, clusters, and Investment Promotion Agencies. City officials can fuel the employer branding
movement with an efficient promotion and branding city marketing strategy to raise its visibility on
international level, benefiting to the local companies located on the territory. Correlating and matching
both branding strategies is a strategic move that SME can initiate as part of their Talent Attractiveness
Management strategy. A Global Talent Competitiveness Index (GTCI) has been set by the International
School INSEAD 8 years ago to highlight some features which contribute to making a city an attractive
hub in front of entrepreneurial talent. Involving cities to (re)think their branding at the light of SME’s
needs on Talent attraction is surely a track for improvement.
So on a wider scale than cities or regions, Europe as a whole is working towards welcoming better
international Talent to address the shortage of expertise, skills and talented people. This is a
mandatory move when we refer to the European Commission’s statement “The EU is currently losing
the global race for talent. Other OECD countries, such as the USA, Canada, and Australia, are attracting
more talent from abroad [“Impact of Demographic Change in Europe” report].
As part of a global approach “Pact on Migration and Asylum”, the European Commission is proposing
a call for action with operational initiatives based on a new legal migration policy to implement the
Talent Partnerships project (launched mid-2021). The Commission is proposing to establish the first
EU-wide platform and matching tool, an EU Talent Pool, to make the EU more attractive for non-EU
nationals looking for opportunities and help employers find the talent they need.
The overall goal is to benefit the EU27's economy by strengthening cooperation with non-EU countries
– including Ukraine and Russia, facilitating the integration of migrants into the European labour
market, and improving migration management in the long run. Ylva Johansson, Commissioner for
Home Affairs at the European Commission, commented that “legal migration is essential to our
economic recovery, the digital and green transition”.
European policy-makers are working hard to ensure that Migrations lead to a mutual gain, for the
Migrants with access to labour market, for the hosting economy and businesses, for the home

1
2

The term ‘Talent’ or ‘talent’ will be used in a singular form when it refers to talented people.
Details here: https://www.kornferry.com/challenges/future-of-work
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countries. Margaritis Schinas [Commissioner for Promoting our European Way of Life for the European
Commission, coordinating the Commission's work on a New Pact on Migration and Asylum] said:
“[European Union] needs to lay the foundations of a sustainable and common approach to labour
migration to address EU skills needs in the long term. With today's initiatives [“Pact on Migration and
Asylum”] we recognise that legal migration has a positive impact all round: it gives those who want to
migrate an opportunity to improve their circumstances while providing more skilled workers for host
countries, who in turn boost the economy for all.”
In the face of all this energy and willingness to facilitate and foster the professional integration of nonEU workforce into our economies, Covid19’s effect shall not be undermined in the race for the access
to Talent. If before the Covid pandemic, EU countries were already experiencing a shortage of talented
people, the sanitary crisis made the problem bigger: travel restrictions slowed down numerous
initiatives. And the economic recovery linked to the “post”-pandemic period (which appears to be a
false post period as we write these lines) has reinforced the shortage of talented people, for the
reasons already mentioned above.
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OBJECTIVES
Given this background, the overall objective of the project was to design a standard process to set up
a talent attractiveness strategy into a defined economic environment for the benefits of SME in
priority, and of its territory. Knowledge and skills are core to development. Europe does need to
structure dynamics to create but also attract and retain talent in a globalised competition. The project
shall lead to the production of a Design Options Paper (DOP) presenting talent attractiveness practice
models applicable in any economic hub looking to add value to its business stakeholders, which we
present herewith.
We had assumed at the time of the application that the three territories are not competing against
one another in the talent each wants to attract, given the difference of ecosystems, economic
environment and business dynamics. The difference can be illustrated in the following summaries:

Lyon

is a second city, neither political capital nor the first national economic hub, turned towards
international through specific partner cities out of which extra-European ones: Guangzhou (China),
Yokohama (Japan), Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), Montreal (Canada) and Boston (United States), but
also Rabat (Morocco), Sétif (Algeria) and the Mediterranean and Southern European regions. First
industrial metropolitan area in France due to historic development, Lyon continues to strengthen its
position fostering the Industry 4.0 combined with circular economy and territorial and industrial
ecology, notable in the fields of health, chemistry and automotive, and related cross-sectors such as
AI and robotics. Lyon is willing to continue develop as a balanced city with a humane approach, a focus
on Social and Sharing economy, in an urban ecosystem that is agile and creative, renowned for its
gastronomy, its annual lighting technology-focus Festival of Lights3 and its International Lumière Film
Festival.
With over 762,000 SME (companies with less than 250 employees) within a region worth €270B in
GDP, as the economic regional capital, Lyon maintains heavy ties between entrepreneurship and
industry through a very proactive and voluntary strategic economic policy. Both on the national level with a pioneering initiative to rebuild relationships between young Talent (graduate students) and the
industry sector implemented in pilot territories including a municipality of the Lyon Metropolitan Area
- and on the local level - with the creation of a hybrid higher education school mixing engineering and
business programmes to raise talent in-house - Lyon authorities play a major role to interface with its
SME community, including coordinating a SME New Deal [Pacte PME4].

Berlin is the capital city of Germany, archetype of the European unity through the reunification of
both former German entities. Although Berlin has had the highest economic growth in Germany over
the last three years in a German comparison, GDP is still significantly lower than in Munich or Stuttgart,
for example.
Despite the uncertain economic environment, Berlin's economy was generally stable in the first
quarter of 2022. Service industries such as information and communication continued to increase
employment, while consumer-related and also manufacturing industries were able to increase sales.
However, business risks are very high due to higher prices and supply bottlenecks.
The number of jobs continues to grow strongly in Berlin. For example, the number of employees
subject to social security contributions in March 2021 was 4.5 % higher than the corresponding figure

3
4

Website of Fêtes des Lumières http://www.fetedeslumieres.lyon.fr/en
https://pactepme.org/pacte-pme/adherents/
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for the previous year, thus achieving the highest job growth in the Länder (federal government +2.1).
Growth was particularly strong in business services and in the information and communication sector,
where the rate of growth in new employees in Berlin was around twice as high as nationwide.
According to the latest IHK survey, companies' staffing plans were also rather positive and, combined
with a higher level of demand for labour according to the Federal Employment Agency, provide a stable
outlook for the Berlin labour market.

Rotterdam

is the largest port in Europe and the ‘Gateway to Europe’ as far as connections to
Europe’s hinterland are concerned. Its very large international focus and reach generates a need for
‘Internationals’ in order to strengthen its international trade base. Rotterdam’s economy is mainly
based on the following sectors: maritime [shipping, maritime manufacturing, logistics, maritime
services], energy [oil & gas, wind power, solar and water power, energy transition], agri-food
[technology & research, distribution] and the life sciences sector (mostly medical devices and R&D),
together with cross-overs: product design, software development, digitization. ‘datafication’, IoT,
smart materials.
There is a very active SME scene in Rotterdam Rijnmond represented through a vast community of
trade associations and federations (over 100), often organized around a sector, a market or an activity.
Two umbrella entities host and unite the vast majority of these associations and federations, namely:
(i) Federation of employers VNO-NCW regional chapter and (ii) Federation of SME MKB
Nederland/Rotterdam Rijnmond. By engaging with these two umbrella bodies, the agency will reach a
community of 28,500 SME, representing approx. 246,000 employees, with an incredible multiplying
effect thanks to the dynamics instilled by VNO and MKB to their respective communities.
Beyond these objectives, we found very early that there are small differences between Lyon,
Rotterdam and Berlin:
•

In France companies worry foremost about how to attract and increase their visibility

•

In Germany companies are concerned about sustainable employment

•

In the Netherlands companies focus on the welfare and resilience of their employees

During the project period and especially during the workshops in the discussion with the SME, these
differences came to light again and again. This did not mean that solutions were not transferable from
region to region. However, it was clear that adjustments had to be made when transferring best
practices.
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APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
As part of the INNOSUP-05’s DNA, the peer learning process has fully been instrumental in the design
and the implementation of the TALENT project. The paradigm of sharing, learning from one another,
cooperating rather than competing is crucial to address efficiently this challenge faced by European
SME. The Consortium ensures during the entire project duration that the information goes circular, is
spread across the board and potentially benefit to a vast group of actors, rather than betting on
individualism where one believes that keeping information internally is a decisive asset to win the
competition and the race. European SME challenge goes beyond this individual approach. A German,
Dutch or French SME located respectively in the Berlin, Rotterdam or Lyon area will not gain traction
if just relying on local strategy and approach to be visible outside its boundaries.
The Talent Consortium proposal was to:
•
•

determine and address the challenges for SME to have its ‘fair share’ of (international) talent,
by
investigating, comparing and benchmarking initiatives in the 3 cites, attempting to identify
solutions that could easily work in cities and regions across Europe

Our 3 IPA decided to engage and involve their local actors concerned by the challenge, to cast their
net wide so that all experiences are represented during the discussions (universities, chambers of
commerce, expat houses, local Senate and public authorities, EEN, HR Director Association, SME
communities, professional unions, etc.) to foster a leverage mechanism where each and every
participant can relay towards its own network. Playing on the ecosystems’ dynamics is crucial to raise
awareness and spread the best practices and lessons learned as widely as possible. This is also the
reason why EURADA, the Brussels-based European Association of Development Agency, and the EEN
regional antennas, were also invited during the project.
Following the recommendation laid out on the INNOSUP-05 framework, the Consortium used the
Twinning Advanced methodology, learning from each other’s experience and initiatives, assessing the
feasibility of implementing similar ones onto its own territory and/or benefiting from ideas to optimize
existing scenario.
As mentioned in TALENT Grant Agreement, the Consortium ran 4 structured international workshops
(each of them organized and led by different IPA) with an iterative approach to draw the workshops’
agenda. The first workshop addressed the general overview of existing practices and faced challenges
in the 3 cities on attracting, developing or retaining Talent. As the Consortium wrapped up the
takeaways from the workshop sessions, it clearly appears that the Higher Education system had a
major role to play around Talent (both on initial curriculum and on vocational/executive training). We
commonly decided to put this topic on the second workshop’s agenda, benefiting also from a major
event organized in Berlin at this date: Transfer Week, where during 5 days, the paradigm of getting
business and education closer to boost innovation has been pivotal to all discussions. Once this
workshop delivered its findings, the analysis led to address the topic of the invisible Talent – both the
untapped reservoir of Talented people (for many reasons) and of remote working trends where Talent
can perform from anywhere.
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TIMELINE OF THE WORKHOPS

Workshop#2
• May 2021
• Org. by Lyon
• Digital

• Nov. 2021
• Org. by Berlin
• Digital

Workshop#1

• April 2022
• Organized in
Rotterdam

Conclusion
Meeting
• June 2022
• Digital

Workshop#3

The roll-out of the agendas has been dynamic, iterative and backed up by the interest, the suggestions
and the barriers which have been identified during the workshops. In between the structured internal
workshops, Invest in Lyon, Berlin Partner and Rotterdam Partners both, (i) met regularly to continue
discussing the findings, identifying connections to initiative, imagining the next steps, and (ii) mobilized
their respective local ecosystems concerned by the Access to Talent.
In order to materialize the commitment of the Consortium and its 3 cities around the Access-to-Talent
issue, a web-hosted platform dedicated to Talent project was designed and set up: www.talenteu.com. The platform has enabled participants to connect during e-workshops (the Covid19 led the
Consortium to organize 3 out of 4 international workshops online), to network on a virtual meeting
room, to retrieve and download material presented during the workshops, etc. For costs reasons, the
platform has been disactivated at the end of the project. Yet, the connections were made during the
entire duration, and the web platform supported our efforts to connect and make visible this EUfunded initiative.
This Design Option Paper materializes all the resources, the ideas and the lessons learned during this
15-month project, to ensure dissemination of ideas, initiatives and possibly best practices towards a
larger audience made of Regional Development Agencies and SME communities in Europe.
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HYPOTHESIS
In this competition for Talent, SME are facing several disadvantages: lower visibility, smaller budget
dedicated to Talent hunting, often unfairly seen as places with lower possible career moves and
fulfilment, and with lower impact to the economy. And paradoxically enough, it could be that SME are
the types of companies that need Talent the most to face fierce and global competition. SME’s are the
backbone of our economy: our small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) represent 99% of all
businesses and account for 85% of new jobs created in the last five years.”5
We worked on the hypothesis that it is especially difficult for SME’s to find the right talent, both in
their home market, as well as internationally. We find that large multinationals have better access to
talent: they have offices in multiple countries, giving them better access, they are more well known,
they can offer better career prospects (or so they make it seem). Talent can be anywhere in the world,
but for smaller and national-based companies, it can be difficult to access this foreign talent pool. It is
already difficult to access their own local talent pool. Because they are less known and are not well
equipped to market themselves towards the available talent. On top of that, talent is scarce anyway
and has a lot of choice of where they want to go and how and where they want to work.
What we looked at is if there is a case to be made for NGO’s like ourselves, and/or other (non)governmental organisations to unite or work together to set up programmes and initiatives that would
help guide talent towards smaller companies and would help companies have access to (international)
talent.
If they do not get access to (international) talent, this will mean they have less access to knowledge
transfer and therefore innovation. This is needed to foster healthy growth. Companies may be unable
to deliver products or services because they do not have the right workforce.
In these times of remote working, location itself is less of a barrier for approaching talent. The key is
to be able to make yourselves known to talent and for talent to find you. To make the match so to
speak. SME’s need to be better equipped to market themselves and make themselves known. And
also, to be more flexible about where their people work, if remote working is an option.

5

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/political-guidelines-next-commission_en.pdf
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The second underlying hypothesis was, that city action matters in the field of talent attraction. Local
leaders cannot assume that their local skills system will deliver enough people with the right skills to
sustain the prosperity of their cities. Instead, cities will need to cultivate talent ecosystems which can
attract the specialists that businesses need to maintain their competitive advantage; that can stimulate
new high growth business SME and start-ups; and that can provide the lifestyle experiences many
talented professionals and young people crave. Employers can be engaged and even lead these
actions, as they very often fail to recruit and retain the talent they need.
Very often SME are facing several disadvantages: lower visibility, smaller budget dedicated to Talent
hunting, often unfairly seen as places with lower possible career moves and fulfilment, and with lower
impact to the economy. And paradoxically enough, it could be that SME are the types of companies
that need Talent the most to face fierce and global competition, possibly balancing lower market share
and revenues with innovation and cutting-edge people.
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WORKSHOPS & DISCUSSION
Preliminary to the series of workshops, the Consortium aggregated the information from its respective
ecosystems on existing initiatives and projects already (partially) addressing the topic of Talent.
As a starting point, here is a synthetic presentation of current schemes in place in the 3 cities. This
summary served as a base, setting up the overview of the situation.
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WORKSHOP#1 - ATTRACT, RETAIN & DEVELOP TALENT
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In order to be efficient for its first workshop – online due to Covid19 situation, the Consortium decided
to organize the workshop in 2 phases:
1. Presentation of the TALENT project (objectives, means, implementation) and the Consortium
– Invest in Lyon, Berlin Partner, Rotterdam Partners
2. 3 breakout sessions, each of them led by 1 city of the Consortium and addressing one challenge
a. Berlin Partner leading the Attraction session
b. Rotterdam Partners, the Retention session
c. Invest in Lyon, the Development session

ATTRACTING TALENT – CHALLENGE ADDRESSED BY BERLIN PARTNER, BURKHARD
VOLBRACHT
In recent years, Berlin has experienced a steady influx of mainly young talent. They came to Berlin
mainly because of the city. Berlin has or had a reputation as a liveable, low-cost city with a very wide
range of cultural activities, international schools and kindergartens, sports facilities and a good social
and health insurance system. Parallel to the influx of international talent, a start-up scene has
developed that is now a central factor in Berlin's economy and labour market. Today, every sixth job
in Berlin is created in the digital economy.
Based on this, the question arose whether the talented people follow the jobs or the companies, or if
jobs follow the Talent. The following points arose in the discussion:
•
•
•

•

The question of who is first - the Talent or the jobs - cannot be answered as it is an interplay.
It is important that there are international jobs in the area.
It is important that the qualifications or skills that are available or sought after in a region are
attractive (e.g. the supply and demand for digital skills is very high in Berlin, which
automatically attracts talent with these skills).
It is important that the city and the employers promote together the labour market with its
job offers.
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•
•

•
•

Large employers, such as Sanofi Pasteur in Lyon, Statoil in Rotterdam or the German Deutsche
Bahn in Berlin, can activate enough skilled workers with their reputation and branding.
Basically, a city has to be so attractive that an employer can rely on that the local quality of life
does not hinder his recruitment efforts but supports them (e.g. if the cost of living is so high
that talent cannot afford housing in a city with the wages on offer).
Topics such as impact and sustainability play a major role in the marketing of job offers,
especially for young talented people.
The image of the respective companies and focal points plays a role here (e.g. a strong
chemical cluster or a coal-based economy with smokestack factories may be rather off-putting
in terms of image).

Questions also were raised:
•
•

•

How do soft skills also play a role: what values and personality traits are sought after in a
region?
How important is the connection to higher education and science for successful talent
recruitment: Are there good universities with students? Are there career opportunities in
academia (post-doc positions, professorships)? Is there a transfer between universities and
the private sector?
Is there is a regional job market based on networks? Do companies recruit together or do they
exchange ideas on recruitment and downsizing projects? Is there local cooperation in
recruiting skilled workers? A good example is the Leiden Science Park, where companies
cooperate in this respect.

As a conclusion the following five points can be summarized:
1. Existing services need to be strengthened | In the discussion, participants identified various
initiatives in their area which aim to attract, welcome and integrate global talent, but they are
often too disjointed and small-scale. There is a general need to scale up certain initiatives and
a specific need to launch new initiatives if the region is to be competitive internationally.
2. A pivotal issue for employers | The issue of attraction and reception of global talent is
considered important among many players – and to employers above all. At the same time
though, many of those interviewed in the session wonder whether the issue really is
sufficiently high-priority among politicians in the respective cities and the wider region.
3. A welcome initiative | Many have great expectations of the action plan, both among
stakeholders and the target group. Some of the participants had welcomed the local welcome
initiatives and expressed expectations of improvements as regards the region’s attractiveness
to global talent.
4. Increased need for global talent | Most employers believe that the recruitment of global
talent will increase in the future. This was true for nearly all participants, neither economy
wise or science wise.
5. Regional differences | During the discussions, it has emerged that the Berlin Region has an
exceptional position in Germany when it comes to attracting global talent – although there are
islands of international labour in certain environments in other parts of the region, primarily
around Hamburg or Munich. Future regional solutions must consider Berlin’s exceptional
position, while also ensuring that many of the solutions are available to other parts of the
wider region. Other approaches would have to be found for Lyon and Rotterdam, as these are
partly overshadowed by the government cities of Paris and Amsterdam. Here, either a very
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regional dedicated talent attraction management or actually the cooperation with these cities
would help.
Below the slide “Attracting Talent” that the Consortium shared with the audience during the
Conclusion Meeting (June 23, 2022)

RETAINING TALENT – CHALLENGE ADDRESSED BY ROTTERDAM PARTNERS, INGRID VAN
HANSWIJK PENNINK
This second breakout session addressed this fundamental challenge: What can we do to make sure
talent stays with us?
Here are the main takeaways from vibrant discussions:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is important that international talent feels welcome and is embraced by the hosting
community, and that they can achieve their integration in the society. Assigning “buddies” to
newcomers helps. Coffee mornings, networking opportunities are other examples of proven
good practices.
The mentality of the people in the city is important. How much do they welcome foreigners?
Having international schools available around is necessary, notably for expatriate families.
Important to consider that the needs are different for different age groups and families/young
people/singles etc.
Quality of life and cost of living is important. If the job is good but the living conditions are not,
then Talent won’t stay.
It is not just about the job. Talent also look for meaning. Sustainability and green credentials
of a city (in addition to the job) are increasingly important.
Companies need to do more than just advertise the job; they need to communicate on their
attractiveness.
Opportunities for career development and training is a must to keep talent onboard.
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Below the slide “Retaining Talent” that the Consortium shared with the audience during the
Conclusion Meeting (June 23, 2022)

DEVELOPING TALENT – CHALLENGE ADDRESSED BY INVEST IN LYON, CEDRIC GRIGNARD
When it comes to Talent for SME, one of the 3 focus is about developing Talent in-house or locally,
helping them to grow within the company or during their studies. Here are 3 main ideas coming out
from the Development Breakout session:
A- Turn students into Talent during their education
For a greater match between companies' expectations/needs and students' acquired skills/knowledge
for the positions of the future, there is a real need to have SME (and companies in general) step up
and get more involved in the design of the educational programmes and university/school’s curriculum
at different levels to share their views.
Because the matching gap between the students' skills and the companies' needs depends on the
economic sector, on the size and the culture of the companies, a challenge would be to define the
academic contents that could match with different needs in different companies at the same time, a
middle ground between fully customized and fully generic for a greater efficiency for both parties.
Reducing this matching gap shall be achieved through
•
•

•

Bringing Talent from companies into classes in front of students, and to the academia corpus
in front of teachers to share experience in order to facilitate educational programmes
Sandwich training and courses, where students follow a dual program simultaneously,
alternating weeks of presence in the company, and weeks of presence in the classroom, so
that the SME develop Talent and get Talent
Co-designing existing business development educational curriculum between companies and
business schools, and customizing teaching methodologies and tools, and calendar upon
companies' priorities
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•
•

•

•

•
•

Favouring internships as much as possible to have the students meet the SME and comprehend
the interest of a job, of a sector, of a position from inside a company
Organizing 'challenges' where SME/companies submit a real business issue to a pool of
students, to be resolved in teams, fostering interactions between students and corporate
people
Planning and offering SME tours and visits for Bachelor students, showcasing their corporate
structures, the jobs the SME is looking for in front of young students (could be between 15 and
18-yr old) before they choose their career path, curriculum and schools - enabling also SME
Corporate to listen to the next generation's expectations of a company
Enabling the discussion between future Talent and corporate is all the more important when
young people are looking more and more for meaningful jobs, positions, professional
commitment
Being ready to move away from the old-fashioned resume and looking more at skills-based
experience that people/student/experienced workers have
Establishing the appropriate environment to foster Triple Helix dynamics on project-based
agenda, both at the representatives' level (from Academia, Business and Government) but also
at the operational and members' level, where companies/SME can meet with Corporate
Decision Makers to talk about the changing needs, the changing skills that would be needed in
5 years from now, so that the curriculum can be adapted (at all levels) to make sure that the
match is as good as possible

B- Opening to Diversity, leading to Talent
•

•

•

•

•

•

One identified issue is to open SME/companies up to invest money, energy and time in
diversity (of all types), as no one would contradict that diversity rimes with productivity and
sustainability
Public services shall invest money to provide skilled people to future employers, but they have
to talk these employers into having to be ready to invest and welcome the skilled people when
they are coming from different backgrounds in their companies
As SME often don't have the time and resource to properly carry relevant and fruitful onboarding incoming Talent, coaching inside Talent and/or promoting in front of Talent,
outsourcing shall be used
Outsider and new perspectives to ensure refreshing ideas and different points of view can be
brought by external Talent, but also by outsourced people when they train the team, with the
right ability to use the right language and adapt to each employee's categories
There is definitely a need to educate one another, to learn from one another so that we can
be more diverse and inclusive, inviting more people to be included in the conversation - not
just the 'usual' suspects
A great opportunity to attract diversity Talent is to open its internships to international
students - hence, there is an 'obligation' that the offered internship mission and the integration
of the student in the company is done in a commonly spoken language - either the student
speaks the native language, or both the SME and the student share a common language (which
can be a barrier not to minimize, moreover if there is a willingness to lead to a job offer after
the internship period)
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C- Growing Talent within SME
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Quite often, so much money is spent on attracting Talent, and then the company forgets to
retain them
During the career development of people, it is important to give the employees the
opportunities to get different experiences in different companies: providing opportunity to
develop their adaptability, their flexibility, their capacity to adjust themselves to different
cultures, and their capacity to work with different people
For SME, there is a challenge to create a diverse environment, but also to create the right
environment to be attractive to different people, profiles, nationalities, because of the lack of
resource, time and energy
It could be that companies/SME invest in upper-level employees, neglecting possibly the
development of middle management as it may not be considered as a priority. For SME, it is
seen that supporting growth and development through Talent is not the focus; therefore, SME
C-Level needs to be supported on this perspective
Between attracting Talent (be open to diversity) or growing Talent (developing skills within the
SME or at the local educational programme level) shall not be opposed. Because as diversity
and inclusion are crucial for a company to grow, supporting existing skills is fundamental to
maintain what the company is doing on a day-to-day basis - there is a balance to be found
between both options, but none of them shall be exclusive
An SME shall neither bet on just 1 or 2 Talent/person to grow as there is talent in everybody.
It shall be the SME's interest to talk to everybody in the company, at every level, to find out
what does each one want. We could face a situation where someone is very talented, but
willing to pause and move/been pushed forward --> Know your people
It is quite important to see what 'Talent' also do themselves and assess their motivation to
grow

Below the slide “Developing Talent” that the Consortium shared with the audience during the
Conclusion Meeting (June 23, 2022)
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WORKSHOP#2 - BRIDGING THE TALENT GAP BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES AND SME

As a concrete background for the speakers and participants the following framework was given, which
a very strong focus on digitalisation (in both directions: on company side and on employee side):
Many companies are facing the challenge of digitalisation. For SME in particular, it is still difficult to
determine exactly what this means for them. Is it just about better online presences, is it about the
digitalisation of internal and external business processes, is it about the development of digital
products? In many cases, SME lack trained personnel who can initiate, develop and drive this topic
forward.
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Many SME therefore want to set up digital or big data units in the near future and increase the number
of staffs. However, many of them do not get enough suitable candidates on the national market.
Recruiting only internationally is not an option for many SME, as these SME are still quite classically
shaped. Companies are changing more and more, but not as quickly as the volatile market in the field
of data analysis needs.
Therefore, SME have the idea of joining forces locally with suitable departments of universities and
technical colleges in order to establish their own recruiting. The aim is to look for students in the
master's programmes who want to join them via project work. After the completion of such work, both
parties will have got to know each other and a takeover might (or might not) happen.
The companies offer opportunities for cooperation in various areas (pattern recognition, predictive
analytics, behavioural analytics, text and image recognition, etc.), and the range of topics is very broad.
The companies are generally looking in scientific fields, especially in computer science, software
design, mathematics, physics, statistics, and sometimes also in biology and chemistry. Creating links
between SME and universities is also a way to make SME more attractive to qualified young workers
The participants of the workshop could discuss whether and how such very close cooperation between
companies and universities can be initiated and shaped. Open questions have been: “Are there already
best practices?” and “What roles can public institutions such as business development agencies play
here?”

Setting
As an EU funded consortium, we had the opportunity to dock onto the Transferweek conference
(https://transfer-week.b2match.io/), which takes place annually in Berlin. The aim of Transferweek is
to intensify the exchange between business and science. Transferweek is organized by the Enterprise
Europe Network Berlin-Brandenburg, which supports companies in questions concerning innovation
and internationalization (https://een-bb.de/meta/gb-flag.html).
The workshop was divided into two parts, in the morning different speakers gave input on the topic.
This part was streamed live. This allowed for a wide reach, nearly 80 participants from Germany and
beyond had registered. Questions about the presentations could be asked in the chat. Two moderators
led through the program.
In the afternoon, the input from the morning was evaluated in a smaller circle of the three partners,
discussed and assessed in terms of feasibility in the three regions.
In this workshop, we succeeded in involving stakeholders we would not have reached otherwise. By
embedding the workshop in the Transferweek Berlin-Brandenburg, which in turn is part of the
Enterprise Europe network, the reach was greatly increased. As a result, innovation agencies
participated in the discussions that we probably would not have invited or reached otherwise. This
also provided new insights for local companies.

SESSIONS’ CONTENTS
Built or Buy Talent? Company perspective
Short abstract: Talent is scarce, especially in Data Science and technology cycles ever faster. How can
we overcome this bottleneck to ensure sustainable growth?
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Würth is a typical German medium-sized company (Mittelstand) in southern Germany. It essentially
manufactures screws and related accessories. Until recently, the business was exclusively analog,
selling through DIY stores or other wholesalers. Today, the sale and distribution of items such as screws
is also taking place more and more digitally. Würth therefore decided to expand a digital unit to deal
with the digitalization of the business model.
Berlin was chosen by Würth because of its volume of international Talent, its ability to create Talent,
and its attractiveness that is strong enough to retain Talent.
Presentation’s outtakes
•

•

•

Scarcity of data scientists is a challenge - and if Talent is scarce, companies will throw big
money to acquire them. The challenge is that no matter how much money you put on the
table, there will always be someone with more money on the table. Hence, money cannot be
the only tool to attract Talent as it is not sustainable.
War with Talent is over, and Talent has won. So there is a need to adapt: Würth adopts a set
of initiatives: Traditional Recruiting + Active Sourcing + International recruiting (channel,
language) + Adaptation of structure + Local Employer Branding
Re. relations with universities to bridge the gap, and connect with companies: universities are
still too much student-centric, whereas they should focus more on companies when they are
on outbound communication, and they should get some companies information and
intelligence for real case studies in their academic curriculum

So Würth faced a dilemma that many companies experience. On the one hand, they have a wealth of
experience and an unbelievable amount of data that they have accumulated on their business over the
years. On the other hand, they have no expertise within the company to meaningfully capture and
evaluate this data and use it to make strategic deductions for digitizing the business model.
Würth was aware that the topic of big data has international dimensions because it is particularly
important for international business. This was one of the reasons for the decision in favour of Berlin.
The likelihood of finding the right talent here was high. However, this turned out to be a fallacy.
Although these talents do exist in Berlin, they would rather work for more exciting projects at tech
companies such as Amazon or Google, but not for a medium-sized company from the south of
Germany that sells screws in DIY stores.
As mentioned above, the strategy of buying in talent with salaries well above the market average did
not become an option for Würth. So, the decision was made to approach the local universities in order
to recruit students together with the relevant departments and, if necessary, to train them together
with the university.
But this was where the next hurdle came to light. What are the relevant departments? Which curricula
fit the activities and profiles that Würth was looking for? Especially since Würth itself did not know
exactly which profiles were needed to evaluate and derive the existing data. As a result, 90 curricula
in Berlin may have been screened by Würth's HR managers to find out what the best and most
promising curricula might be.
This is such a large effort that no company can actually manage on its own. The classic career services
of the universities proved to be of little help in this context.
So, the key question here was: How can small and medium-sized companies cooperate better with
local universities when new profiles are sought whose precise qualification requirements have yet
to be worked out themselves?
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SME – Are they too employee-centric? Scientific perspective
Short abstract: How can SME become attractive for young professionals? SME have advantages, but
do they know them?
Dr Steinhöfel showed that companies need to become even more active in order to demonstrate or
increase their attractiveness as an employer for the above-mentioned target groups like Würth is
searching. In his remarks, it also became clear that digitization offers good approaches for this.
According to an OECD study (see here), activities related to ICT are the second most frequently cited
career aspiration of young people. On the other hand, social media offer SME a wide range of digitally
supported opportunities for exchanging information with trainees, junior staff or students and for
communicating their advantages as employers. Last but not least, the importance that companies
attach to sustainability and social commitment plays an important role in young adults' choice of job.
In summary, Dr Steinhöfel stated that in the competition for skilled workers overall, shaping the brand
as an employer is and will continue to be a decisive field of action for SME.
Presentation’s outtakes
•
•
•
•
•
•

SME has lack of knowledge, resources, HR capacity to attract Talent
The main problem is to be attractive to all students, and not just graduate
Online presence is essential for SME, as much as sustainability and social engagement are
important features an SME must adopt
SME need to adapt their values
Good work environment and well-equipped workplace is also important to get Talent's
attention
SME shall ensure to offer new management structures, more suited to Talent: flexible, less
hierarchical, with more autonomy...

So, the key questions here were: How do companies manage to present themselves as attractive
employers not only to already well-trained specialists, but also to students and graduates? How do
companies move away from a purely employee-centric presentation on their career pages to a more
student-centric presentation?

University Knowledge & Tech Transfer University perspective
Short abstract: How University Tech Transfer can help SME scout for the best talents?
Universities see themselves first and foremost as scientists and researchers; they are about science
and teaching scientific work, not about training skilled workers for industry. This dilemma is
experienced by many companies that want to cooperate with universities in this respect. In many
technical professions, the interface between science and industry works better. However, many
universities do not want to be extended workbenches for companies. However, there is one area that
does not face this dilemma because it serves precisely this interface: the departments that implement
R&D projects together with companies. Many companies try to approach universities via Career
Services. A second and perhaps better option is the innovation offices of the universities. Initiating
R&D projects with local universities ultimately gives companies access to students who participate in
the projects with master's or doctoral theses
Presentation’s outtakes
•

Tools for transfer: networking events, map of research expertise, video tutorials design to help
engaging with business, workshops where researchers meet business
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•

When companies don't have in-house expertise - they will contact Tech Transfer for
collaboration, engaging researchers and PhDs that could, eventually, join the company

So, the key questions here were: How can companies get involved in R&D projects at local
universities? Aren't the barriers to entry too high or too daunting for small companies (keyword
cutting-edge research, excellence research)?

Up!Rotterdam Business Services perspective
Short abstract: The Upstream Festival - contributing to greater Rotterdam region with a better access
to talent, markets and capital
Up!Rotterdam is a PPP for regional Rotterdam to support founders of start-ups and scale-ups in Talent,
capital and markets. Upstream provides access to capital, new markets and talent for entrepreneurs
who want to scale their business. This is where SME and talent meet, learn and connect through a
plethora of events, carefully curated and focusing on individual topics with a common goal: enabling
innovations that will drive the transition to the next economy. The festival gives attendees access to
an international ecosystem of talent, funding, markets and exposure opportunities. Changemakers
from different backgrounds and industries come together to increase the innovation capacity of the
region and highlight its position as a fast-evolving tech environment for businesses to grow. SME can
especially get access to professionals during the Talent day with a career fair, talk shows and
workshops.
Presentation’s outtakes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no quick fix
Just focusing on low hanging fruits is not the solution
There is a need to tap into the huge existing talent pools, and provide education and training
to the actual people in front of us
Direct efforts towards largest group of employers, the SME (start-ups/scale-ups) - and not the
major corporate as one could have thought
Challenge is to create awareness about this large group of employers (start-ups/scale-ups);
while unfortunately they don’t have the dynamics set up, and/or the resources
1 solution: Up!Rotterdam developed a visibility platform to create awareness about this
powerful group of employers
Presence on event can be a solution: for ex. the MIT European Career Fair where thousands of
US Talent looking for vacancies in Europe
Regarding the connections with universities, 1 issue remains = engaging with universities as
there is a pb to find the right person to engage in the university
1 hint of solution = look and go beyond universities, reach out to talent that want to educate
themselves
Actual challenge then: to have employers get into this talent pool

So, the key questions here were: How SME, the largest group of employers, can benefit, leverage and
enhance local talent pool? Can a SME-based collective approach be a solution to be visible to the
existing talent pool?
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Rotterdam Partners IPA perspective
Short abstract: The newly launched ‘Welcome to NL Platform’ as best practise co-operation between
companies/cities/regions
With Laura Salm, Manager Expat Centre with Rotterdam Partners
Universities in the Netherlands aren’t just great for students, they’re also very attractive employers,
offering opportunities for academic talent from all walks of life. This access is being marketed mainly
through the national website https://www.welcome-to-nl.nl/. The vision is to build and deliver a valueadd Talent Acquisition function that not only delivers hires, but also consults the business to offer
talent / competitor business intelligence, map the market for business-critical talent, develop a strong
employer branding strategy with a focus on employee advocacy and a university relations strategy to
attract future talent.
Presentation’s outtakes
•

•
•
•
•

"Welcome to NL Platform": a website + job portal + settling in/relocation tools (schooling,
health and housing) - build by 'Talent coalition' made of 10s partners (expat centres,
relocation...) founded by the government
The platform aims at giving a feeling for inspiration, to get International Talent into NL,
showcasing what to expect
1 full page for visa/permit for international talent - as there are growing demand, and
complexity of administrative procedures
Founded by the government
Idea is to support SME to represent the NL and its regions in front of Talent

So, the key question here was: How to get all the stakeholders together in an efficient manner to
build a sustainable funded free-of-charge One-Stop-Shop in welcoming international talent, as talent
won’t accept to waste their time running from administrative offices to governmental offices, filling
different, yet similar, documents?

EKLYA Business School perspective
Short abstract: Company dedicated diploma programmes as best practise to connect SME and local
government.
EKLYA, a school developed by Lyon Metropole Chamber of Commerce & Industry, offers diplomas in
Business Management in undergraduate and postgraduate programs (from Baccalaureate level to
Baccalaureate + 5 years) in study or work-study programs. Our mission is to train the future talents to
meet the needs and develop the projects of companies and entrepreneurs. With the work-study
program HYBRA the regions strengthen the incoming international mobility.
Francophone students from other countries can fully integrate the EKLYA study programme in the first
year or in the 3rd year after 2 years with 120 validated ECTS credits in technical higher education. They
will have to follow the normal admission procedures presented on the HYBRIA website with an
interview organized at distance. A certain number of our programs is work-study programs. To be able
to integrate a work-study program, a first year in a full study program is required.
Presentation’s outtakes
•

Focus on employability of the students
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•
•
•
•
•

Get the students to jobs, sometimes at the expenses of R&D
Focus on Sales as there is a lack of Talent on Sales functions
In the academic curriculum, times where students are linked to business are added to better
connectivity School/Business
During the program, Hybria/Eklya Schools' commitment to showcase the opportunities SME
offer, and not only focus on major corporate
Idea to convey to students and raising awareness: the smaller the business (SME), the more
responsibilities she/he may be given

So, the key question here was: How to keep bring Talent into Sales & Marketing positions when R&D
positions could be looked as more valued?

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ABOUT THE SESSION’S CONTENTS BY THE CONSORTIUM
Two learning points from morning session:
1.

SME shall go beyond the University's pools and shall tap into existing Talent pools

Regarding relationships with higher education and universities: same observation in the 3 regions =
very hard to nail a performing relationship with the higher education, notably universities, because of
complexity of inner structures, multiple layers, competition among faculties...
Teaching coding to refugees as a measure of integration is currently popular. Since 2016, a number of
refugee coding schools have been established in several European countries which offer coding lessons
to refugees. Such out-of-classroom initiatives are aiming far beyond just creating a new generation of
computer programmers as a response to changing global demands for work-place skills. Nowadays the
coding schools aim at a by far broader range of talent, not only highly skilled refugees, but students
who might be disadvantaged by gender, origin or prior knowledge. So those coding schools build up
new talent pools. Employers have to learn what talent is taught there and how to cope with non-formal
diploma and certificates.
2. Training 'Talent-to-develop' people is more important/effective/relevant than attracting
new ones?
Digital transformation in the labour market is one of the key challenges. In Berlin the Daimler
automotive group is investing a double-digit million sum in the Berlin-Marienfelde site. The plant there
is the oldest site in the global powertrain production network of the Mercedes-Benz brand. It is now
to be converted into a digitalization competence centre in the global production network. The Group
is talking about a Digital Factory Campus for the development, testing and implementation of software
applications. Mercedes-Benz and Siemens plan to cooperate on advancing digitalization and
automation in the automotive industry, supported by the State of Berlin. Mercedes-Benz AG aims to
digitize its production processes. Siemens, a leading supplier in the field of automation, industrial
software and smart infrastructure, will bring its expertise and technologies to the partnership to
develop highly flexible, efficient and sustainable automotive production together with Mercedes-Benz.
Another example has been the media company Axel Springer. Axel Springer is one of the media
companies to have most successfully and radically transformed its business to adapt to the digital
landscape. The process is still ongoing, to this end, some employees are taking on other areas of
responsibility, and new positions are being created.
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However, these two examples also show that for companies with an existing workforce, it is primarily
a matter of taking along personnel at the location or in the region and preparing them for new tasks
and qualifying them accordingly. Companies that are growing strongly will not be able to do so without
additional new skilled workers. In this respect, it is always necessary to first examine which areas and
functions are affected by the change. In Germany, the energy transition is currently being driven
forward. Here, it is not yet at all foreseeable whether and how many new skilled workers will be
needed for this, which skilled workers will all be affected by this (especially in the skilled trades;
Handwerk), and which qualifications will be needed at which level (helper jobs, skilled workers,
experts).
Assets to deploy and showcase by an SME to attract Talent:
•
•
•
•

Need to be more visible to fight for Talent against Major corporate
Interest to integrate interns, sandwich program trainees
Participate to 'competition' (hackathon-type) events
Engage students in useful/valuable brainstorming to solve significant and meaningful issues

There is a need to link companies and universities on event-based opportunities.
When work/life balance is important for new generations, how to make it an advantage of SME - as
small-sized team often rimes with greater responsibilities but also heavier workload.
Hence, the balance is not about the amount of work, but about the meaning given by the assignments.
All what new applicants are looking for, is never on the regular job adds from SME.
As a new trend, in France, the coming generation are requesting some home office time in the working
week.
Re. international people making the existing pools of Talent = are there good practices concerning
converting or transferring international diploma, degree, certification into national ones, as this can
be a significant barrier for international people coming from outside OECD countries to get into labor
market?
•

In Holland = Foundation NUFFIC's mission includes validating degrees and diplomas from other
countries [https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/diploma]; it also works on validation of
diplomas from foreign universities into national 'standards'

•

Yet, some activities, sectors follow and require different standards in different countries (ex.
Health workers)

•

In Germany = there is a huge public database where equivalences are set to ensure
transferability of diplomas/certificates (https://anabin.kmk.org/anabin.html)

In Holland, there is this additional initiative called Restart Network, aimed at training people into new
careers, with the promise to companies that 'graduate' people will be properly skilled to perform the
expected tasks and activities required by the employers (but does not deliver an official degree or
diploma). There are also corresponding initiatives in Berlin. JOBSTARTER plus is a project funded by the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the European Social Fund to recruit university
dropouts for dual vocational training in the Berlin-Brandenburg region. The project sees itself as a
recruitment and qualification interface for university graduates who can grow into highly qualified
specialists with a wide range of employment opportunities in the region through in-company training.
University dropouts receive a vocational qualification that ties in with their educational interests and
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academic achievements and offers them prospects for individual career development in small and
medium-sized enterprises.
In France/Lyon, there are several coding schools accessible to people without initial qualifications based on the social and vulnerability level (Simplon school) and/or on the motivation (Ecole 42). 42
recently opened a coding school in Berlin https://42berlin.de/. 42 offers coding excellence at university
level. With no admission restrictions, such as a university entrance qualification, talented IT enthusiasts
aged 18 and over have the chance to qualify for an apprenticeship through a multi-stage entrance test.
The innovative training concept in English relies on project-based peer learning - without books, classes
and teachers, but autonomously on campus within a gamified project environment.
For less qualified jobs, including sales jobs, there is this initiative 'Not a CV' where knowledge and needs
are translated into skills, respectively for companies and candidates
Open question about how to do things differently as the challenges and the identified solutions have
been around and known for ages.
There are new needs on the labour market, on both side - What are the different ways to look at it?
•

1 solution could be the mutualization of resources, already in place, often for high-level (CLevel) or very technical/expert positions (Accountant) - but can it take a new dimension?

•

1 solution looked into in Rotterdam re. keeping Talent: when an application process comes to
an end with the final selection of 1 candidate, the employer shares the non-selected shortlisted
applications with partners with same needs (to try to keep Talent 'in-house', 'in-territory').
Tested in Berlin, failure to implement, likely because of competition spirit.

Below the slides that the Consortium shared with the audience during the Conclusion Meeting (June
23, 2022)
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WORKSHOP#3 - HOW TO ACCESS UNTAPPED TALENT?

Workshop#3, the final workshop, was organised in Rotterdam on April 7, 2022. We were finally able
to physically organise the workshop, after two years of Covid-restrictions. Guests travelled from Lyon
and Berlin, to join a group of around 70 guests from the Netherlands. The participants of the workshop
came from city-government, universities, NGO’s and economic development organisations, talentplatforms, educational institutions, etc.
Presentations were given around the topic of Coding Schools. On this topic presentations were given
by Stephanie Ujma from the 42 Coding School in Lyon and Burkhard Volbracht from Berlin Partner.
Coding Schools are a relatively new phenomenon, but already present in many European countries
and expanding. Coding Schools give people who do not have appropriate diploma’s or skills the
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opportunity to learn computer programming (coding) skills that will enable them to find careers in this
much needed area. The training takes a relatively short time and students do not need a certain skill
level or background to take part. The conclusion is that Coding Schools are a good new initiative to
create new talent. The other conclusion was that SME’s and educational institutions need to work
together far more intensively to learn from each other’s needs and possibilities to create programmes
around getting people educated and guided into the workforce of SME’s.
Rouven Sperling from Berlin gave a presentation on the results of a very large, broad talent survey that
was done in Berlin, to find out what drives talent. What is it they look for, what brings them to a city,
what makes them stay. It showed some very interesting results and gave rise to an interesting
discussion. It appears that quality of life and work-life balance, as well as affordable housing, childcare,
healthcare, etc. are far more important than salaries and career prospects. What does that mean for
companies offering jobs and for the responsibilities of (local) governments to make sure that amenities
are available?
Cedric Grignard presented on the contradiction that economic development agencies are very often
judged on the number of jobs they create. Which in this day and age creates a new dilemma: what if
the EDA’s create jobs, but there are no employees to take up the jobs? And if you are successful in
attracting talent from abroad, what does this mean for the local economy, especially if it drives up
housing prices, etc. Is it time to look at EDA’s KPI’’s and EDA’s roles differently? The conclusion is that
in these changing times it is definitely necessary to look at the role of EDA’s differently and moreover
to look at how they are judged in their KPI’s. In this day and age, success is not (just) dependent on
number of jobs, but also on the quality of jobs, on the quality of life, on innovation and knowledge
transfer and so on.
Finally, Ingrid van Hanswijk Pennink looked at sources of – as yet – untapped talent. For instance, the
spouses of ex-pat workers. Very often they do not get a visa to work as well as their partners in the
host country, whereas most of the spouses have good educational, skills and career backgrounds. It is
a real shame for them not to be able to work for a lack of a visa.
Also, tap into remote workers. If the job does not require a worker to be available on the company’s
premises (and many jobs these days don’t), then think about simply hiring an employee in another
country and letting them work from there, or anywhere they choose. This comes with several
challenges, however. In the case of taxation (where is income tax calculated and paid), health
insurance, other insurances, benefits and pensions, to name but a few. Do the rules and laws of the
country the person resides in prevail, or do the laws of the country the person is employed in prevail.
What if an employee becomes ill? Which law prevails? What if a company wants to fire an employee,
which law prevails? It made for an interesting discussion and made it clear that there is an awful lot of
work for national governments to work cross-border with other countries to align rules and regulations
to work for people who work across borders, as this is more and more the reality.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Key Lessons learned through the TALENT project are:
a)

As argued by OECD in Regional Outlook 20146, cities can be the drivers of economic growth and
recovery. However, it does not happen automatically.

b)

Getting cities right is the essential challenge, and action at city level matters.

c)

Involving businesses, public sector and trainings institutes will generate Triple and Quadruple
Helix inter-sectorial networks so that areas join forces to attract and retain talent.

d)

These networks can be regional or cross regional in Europe.

e)

It is all about attracting and retaining talent – main focus should be set on regional needs

One example for a concrete lesson learned, was that there are regional skills mismatches, with
imbalances between what employers need and what job seekers offer, at times related to geography,
sector and mobility. This contributes to skill shortages and skill gaps (too few people with the required
skills), on the one hand, and structural unemployment (too many people without the required skills)
on the other. So, for a city like Lyon building skill schemes in that regard might be a higher priority than
e.g. for Berlin, where there is a constant influx of new talent.
Here are some more concrete approaches and lessons learned:

6

https://www.oecd.org/regional/oecd-regional-outlook-2014-9789264201415-en.htm
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KEY FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS
About the Talent Challenge
Key learnings form Lyon: The battle for talent is over and Talent won! SME need to tap into nonmainstream skilled people, (re)-inspire them through career opportunities, work-life balance
possibilities, job-meaning and promise package to meet their needs, values and expectations.
Key learnings form Berlin: The greater the shortage of skilled workers, the more innovative the tools
to tackle the problem need to be. Coding Schools as a disruption of classic personnel recruitment and
education must blossom. Expand the offerings!
Key learnings from Rotterdam: The shortage of talent, does not only call for talent attraction, but also
very much for talent retention and talent development. Public bodies need to work together on
improving worker’s conditions and enable workers to work internationally without encountering
regulatory barriers.
The overall finding is that SME need to re-think, adapt and change to meet the requirements of a
changed employee landscape. They need to be more visible against larger international companies.
They also need to be more flexible (less conservative) in meeting the needs and wishes of the new
workforce. They need to consider all talent, not just graduates. Look at existing talent pools and look
at how existing talent pools that are as yet untapped can be integrated into the work place (via for
instance Coding Schools). All parties concerned need to not only look at talent attraction, but also look
at talent retention and development. After all, retaining and developing talent is far more cost effective
than only attracting new talent (from abroad).

City and regional authorities play a huge role in enabling talent to blossom. In several ways. For
starters: newly arriving international talent must be made to feel welcome and must be assisted in
finding their way in their new city, finding housing, (international) schooling and child care, healthcare,
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etc. The city needs to build its reputation internationally to attract international talent. Make them
aware of the city’s virtues and attraction, as well as job opportunities. Local authorities and companies
must work together (better) to promote the local labour market. The local authorities are best placed
to look after the balance on the quality of life in a city or region.

Educational institutions and local SME’s must foster closer relationships and work more together. Local
educational institutions must look beyond just the patronage of the larger and multinational
companies. Educational institutions must look beyond being too student-centric to also incorporate
being company-centric in order to improve student’s employability (know what is needed by
companies).
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Finally, economic development agencies and investment promotion agencies can play a role in bringing
stakeholders together and signalling what is needed in the market, but they cannot play a role in
actually attracting (international) talent. They are not an employment agency, nor should they be, as
their remit is different. However, for them to be able to act successfully, all the aforementioned
requirements need to be in place and operating well. Also, the aforementioned ‘work anywhere’ really
needs to be made easier, which is something for national governments to work on cross-nationally.
For starters at the European level, working on devising regulations that make it possible for people to
work anywhere in Europe, from anywhere in Europe according to very clear guidelines that give a level
playing field.

Online platforms for jobs attracting international talent need to be up-to-date, complete in their
information, transparent and easy to navigate. Cities need to have ‘one-stop-shop’ ex pat service
centres and cities need to be willing to exchange best practices. We are not competitors. We are part
of the same world who can only go ahead if we work together effectively to share our scarce resources
in the most effective way.

Key Findings
About TALENT Project implementation and roll-out
When it comes to collaborative approach and peer-learning process, the TALENT Project shed light on
some findings:
Peer-Learning
Needless to say that the peer-learning paradigm is of utmost importance to share best practices,
moreover when the trust among partners is full and sincere. The fact that the 3 IPA belong to the same
Club, have known each other for many years, and already shared genuinely among this peer
community, helped to be transparent, effective from the very beginning of the project
implementation, without any restraint, in full confidence.
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Peer-learning process also provided a scene where economic actors from the 3 cities have been able
to share quite easily as the conditions were set to openly collaborate – as Lyon, Rotterdam and Berlin
fully trust their community.
Finally, peer-learning also opened up our respective blinkers, being inspired by the ingenuity of peers
and the return on experience re. feasibility. Naturally, the differences of local and national context
(political, social and economic) prevent from a copy-paste of interesting ideas. Yet, the intelligence of
economic actors is to adapt the good practices to its local specificities.
Mobilization
This is possibly the greatest challenge (if any) the Consortium had to cope with. Even though, access
to talent has never been more up-to-date, the priorities in the last 2 years to 60 months shifted the
capacity of resources mobilization on Talent issues by SME. Revenues, cash flow, staff issues and supply
chain disruptions have taken up all the attention of the Decision-makers in companies, and notably the
SME… during Covid19, economic recovery, energy crisis, war in Ukraine.
With this in mind, the re-organization into remote work has been an opportunity to invite more
stakeholders during the workshop (as the allocated time to spend on a e-workshop is infinitely lower
than to travel abroad). But the proliferation of webinar, e-conference, video conference… also blurred
the visibility of our approach and project.
Implementation
Finally, regarding implementation, the ‘major’ drawback was the persistence of the Covid19 and its
correlated consequences – out of which travel ban or restrictions, and sanitary precautions to
safeguard the health of the people. This component forced the Consortium to reorganize itself, ensure
that the workshops can be organized in a productive format, and that the 3 local communities and
networks will gain out of the project – even if the format changed.
The interactions between the participants proved that the steps taken to ensure project
implementation in adverse circumstances were appropriate, and delivered the return on investment
to the mobilized parties.
Thanks to the IT possibilities, remote working (e-meeting, e-collaborating, aggregating info, sharing
elements) did not hamper the quality of work… at least, we hope.

Conclusions
About TALENT Project’s addressed challenges
All across the world cities are under pressure from global talent flows and the pull of more glamorous
cities. Whilst authors like Michael Porter7 have long argued that the combination of a few key factors
of place (availability of labour, knowledge base, land availability, raw materials, size of the population,
local culture etc.) can provide locations with a source of competitive advantage, increased labour
mobility has intensified that competition. The current economic crisis has increased intra-country and
intra-European talent mobility.

7

https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/profile.aspx?facId=6532
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As a result, the project has shown that cooperation between cities, their local businesses and
educational institutions is a very effective means of resisting these trends. Different methods like Peet
to Peer Consulting, can help to facilitate access to talent. Here are some concrete approaches:
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NEXT STEPS
The termination of TALENT Project shall not be the end of the process. On the contrary, it is – the
Consortium strongly hopes – the beginning of a collaborative move between Lyon, Berlin and
Rotterdam around Talent.
Here are the major steps to take:
1. Present the conclusions & the findings to the Club of IPA where Lyon, Berlin and Rotterdam
belong, in front of the 12 others (Amsterdam, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Helsinki,
Munich, Paris, Riga, Stockholm, Vienna, Warsaw, Zurich) during the annual gathering in
Helsinki in Sept. 2022
2. Foster connections between the 3 regional ecosystems addressing Talent, and match
representatives from the different initiatives in the 3 cities
3. Set up a Talent Tour scheme between Lyon, Berlin and Rotterdam for the benefits of SME and
Talent
Steps 1 and 2 are already programmed (annual gathering) or ongoing (connect local representatives).
Step 3 is the most structured, innovative and cutting-edge. To ensure the continued existence of the
idea, Lyon, Rotterdam and Berlin have to respectively identify the organizations that will locally take
the lead in this initiative, as this cannot be the role of IPA and resources need to be allocated to make
it work.
The preparation and follow-up of the work packages themselves yielded new insights. And be it only
the awareness where differences in structures, backgrounds and approaches are. These insights alone
facilitate future cooperation and the preparation of joint activities.
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